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The Second Chance Dog: A Love
Story

I had no idea that Frieda would enter my life and alter it in the most profound way, but that' s one of
the beautiful things about animals. They change you, and you almost never see it coming. In 2007,
a few years after purchasing Bedlam Farm in upstate New York, Jon Katz met Maria Wulf, a quiet,
sensitive artist hoping to rekindle her creative spark. Jon, like her, was introspective yet restless, a
writer struggling to find his purpose. He felt a connection with her immediately, but a formidable
obstacle stood in the way: Maria' s dog, Frieda. A rottweiler-shepherd mix who had been
abandoned by her previous owner in the Adirondacks, where she lived in the wild for several years,
Frieda was ferociously protective and barely tamed. She roared and charged at almost anyone who
came near. But to Maria, Frieda was sweet and loyal, her beloved guard dog and devoted friend.
And so Jon quickly realized that to win over Maria, he' d have to gain Frieda' s affection as well.
While he and Maria grew closer, Jon was having a tougher time charming Frieda to his side. Even
after many days spent on Bedlam Farm, Frieda still lunged at the other animals, ran off into the
woods, and would not let Jon come near her, even to hook on her leash. Yet armed with a singular
determination, unlimited patience, and five hundred dollars' worth of beef jerky, Jon refused to give
up on Frieda - or on his chance with Maria. Written with stunning emotional clarity and full of warm
yet practical wisdom, The Second-Chance Dog is a testament to how animals can make us better
people, and how it' s never too late to find love.
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It's what I think of as the Jon Katz Dance: he brings out a book; people review the book; Jon Katz
reviews the reviewers. It can be unnerving, particularly if the reviewer doesn't love the book. So I am
happy and relieved to say that this is my favorite of all Jon Katz's books.I have been reading Jon
Katz since his Suburban Detective mystery series in the 1990s (which I still consider his best
fiction). When he started writing about his life at Bedlam Farm in 2004, I was instantly hooked. I did
notice that other than Katz himself, there weren't a lot of people in those books. In one of my
reviews I speculated that he was more comfortable writing about animals than about people. I am a
regular reader of his blog and I know that he writes often about the people in his life. Maybe it was a
book-length in-depth examination that he shied away from.After reading this lovely book, I realize
that it's a daunting task to write a whole book about meeting your soulmate.Readers of the blog
know that Jon Katz has a strong point of view. He comes across as quite confident and pretty much
in control of his life. He does not keep it secret that at the time he met Maria, he was in a bad place
emotionally. His marriage was breaking up. He was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. But when
he writes about Maria on the blog, it is pretty much about the present, how grateful he is to have her
in his life, how much he loves her.The book is the story of how they met. The Jon Katz of the book is
way more vulnerable and tentative than the Katz of the present-day blog who reminisces about their
meeting and coming together from a much stronger place. (At the time they actually met, I was not
reading the blog.

This was a beautiful 2013 story about a loving spirit, a survivor-dog who only wanted love. Thorough
Frieda's love, others also found love. It's as though she brought two troubled souls together at just
the right time and gave them the strength they needed to clean up their own lives.If you are a
dog-lover, and especially if you "feel" for those animals who have been mis-treated and denied of
the unconditional love they are so eager to give, I believe you will love this story as I did. It's not
really like reading most stories. Our author, Jon Katz, writes in a way that made me feel that I was
sitting across an old wooden kitchen table from him, with a cup of tea, while he told me his story. In
an old farm house, with several old barns on the property, I could "see" everything so clearly as he
explained how he came to meet Frieda, a Rottweiler-Shepherd mix, and Marie, Frieda's
human.Frieda was a rescued dog. Maria got her from the Queensbury, New York ASPCA. Frieda
had fended for herself for some time in the harsh, cold winters of upstate New York, specifically
living wild, abandoned and pregnant in the Adirondaks. As you read the story of Frieda's past, you
will understand why she has certain behavioral qualities, extremely loving, yet obsessively
protective, agressive, yet gentle. Can Frieda be retrained to share her big loving heart with

others?This book was really hard for me to put down. I read it almost straight through, with some
sleep in between. Usually, I am a slow reader, but I felt compelled to hear all of Fried'a story. You
will also find a website in the book, where you can go on-line to meet Frieda. I suggest you read her
story first.
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